This is an outline of events which deserves to be developed and enlarged upon.
The aim of the present paper is to explore Charles Lyell's early encounters with loess, to attempt to identify individuals who were involved in these early discussions, and to demarcate Lyell's very first experiences of loess: in conversation, in actual field observations, and in the literature of the time.
Conversations, observations, and literature
In September 1831 Lyell visited Samuel and Charlotte Hibbert at their house in Edinburgh, to talk about geology and in particular the Eifel and Rhine volcanoes: "Never having heard of that beautiful map which Von Oeynhausen lent me, they lost much time in constructing a map, which Hibbert did trigonometrically. They have really collected both rocks and shells, and worked and sketched to great effect. In the 'loess' descending from Kruft to Andernach, they found a vast number of land shells, which seem to indicate a modern date to that formation." (Letter from Lyell to Mary Horner dated 8 September 1831; see Lyell, 1881) .
The Hibberts spent many months in the volcanic regions and the result was a definitive book (Hibbert, 1832) which included a fairly detailed section on loess -possibly the first generally available description of loess in English. Lyell spent several days in the same region at about the same time.
1831 was a year of some consequence in the geological world. At around the same time as Lyell was in the Eifel Adam Sedgwick and Charles Darwin were in Wales where Darwin was learning to be a geologist. When he got home he found a letter from Robert FitzRoy inviting him to go on a geological adventure. He went, of course, and took with him a copy of vol. 1 of the 'Principles'. In 1831 the British Association for the Advancement of Science (modelled on the Gesellschaft Deutsche Naturforscher und Ärzte) held its inaugural meeting in York. There was a large geological presence with R.I. Murchison being elected president of Section C Geology.
In 1831 At Heidelberg, in 1832, Lyell met the naturalists von Leonhard and Bronn and examined their collections. He also went on a field trip with von Leonhard to examine the superficial deposit, peculiar to the Rhine valley ( Fig. 1) , called loess. Wilson (1972) wrote: "Lyell found that the loess contained many of both land shells and freshwater shells as fossils. He thought that this unstratified earth must have been deposited by a great flood occasioned by the sudden release of the waters of a great lake like the Lake of Constance (Bodensee). Lyell had frequently observed the geological effects of large scale floods and loess was a unique deposit, puzzling to account for".
Lyell met Phillippe-Louis Voltz who was chief mining engineer of the Strasburg district and Bernhard Studer, the Swiss geologist. Studer (Fig. 2) was a very considerable geologist, he was awarded the Wollaston medal in 1879, and makes an appearance in the 'Principles': "I am informed by M. Studer, that the loess does not extend into Switzerland, but the Kaiserstuhl, a group of volcanic hills, standing almost in the middle of the plain of the Rhine, south adjoining, to complement maps in Wilson (1972) and Smalley et al. (2015) .
of Strasburg, is covered with it to a great height; and I have seen it in large masses near the base of the Vosges, on the left side of the plain of the Rhine, near Strasburg, and on the right side, at the base of the mountains of the Black Forest." (Lyell, 1986, p. 3) . Wilson (1972, p. 367) considered that the Studer encounter was important and significant and devoted considerable space to its discussion. Leonard Horner ( Fig. 3) was also writing at around this time and transmitted his enthusiasm for loess to Lyell: "How very extraordinary that Loess is? It has not been half attended to. I saw it today in great abundance, and at a considerable elevation between Muffendorf and the Rotherberg, and I found a bone in it about three inches long, and one and a half broad, which appears to me to be a portion of a rib of an animal as large as a horse." (Lyell, 1890, p. 271) .
There was a limited amount of loess literature available to Lyell when he was writing the relevant section of vol. 3 of the 'Principles'. He acknowledged various people who had assisted in the preparation of the loess section and we assume that he was mostly referring to written material that he had consulted. In 1833, in the first printing of vol. 3 he acknowledged von Leonhard, Bronn, Boue, Voltz, Steininger, Merian, Rozet and Hibbert. In 1835, in the 4 th edition, the list was expanded to include Noeggerath and von Meyer (Fig. 4) . In 1837, for the 5 th edition, Horner was added. In 2015, it might be claimed that only von Leonhard, Bronn, Hibbert and Horner produced informative loess (1828), and Steininger (1821). Boue was considered important by Hibbert, largely because of his continent-wide ideas on flooding and inundation. "The latest tertiary deposit which appears to have charaterized the valley from Mayence to Basle has been properly considered by M. Boue as the product of a great fresh water sea that filled the whole basin of the Upper Rhine. It has been described under various names, of which the one most adopted is that of loess. M. Boue styles it an alluvial fresh water marl." (Hibbert, 1832, p. 185) .
In 1835 the German Association for the Advancement of Science held its annual meeting in Bonn. Lyell was chair for one of the sessions, he shared the duties with von Buch, Buckland and Elie de Beaumont. In 1835 the complete 'Principles' had been available for two years and Lyell's reputation was growing. He had almost completed Lyell's loess list with the addition of von Meyer and Noeggerath, and he had published the Edinburgh paper in 1834. His major work on loess was essentially finished. Some 'loessic' people were at the Bonn meeting; note the presence of Noeggerath, von Meyer, von Oeynhausen and Berzelius. Horner was there but did not get mentioned by Lyell. The loess adventure possibly began in Bonn in 1831 and maybe ended there in 1835; encompassing two very useful visits to Heidelberg in the interim. Von Oeynhausen was there at the beginning, and the end.
Lyell's inspirations
The Lyell Loess List presents many interesting aspects. The complete list has eleven names: Bronn, von Leonhard, Boue, Voltz, Steininger, Merian, Rozet, Hibbert, Neoggerath, von Meyer and Horner. These names can be grouped in several ways. The first eight were on the original vol. 3 1833 list; the last three were added later. Von Leonhard and Bronn had several conversations and could provide substantial literature, and went with Lyell to see the loess. Boue was well known and Hibbert quotes him as describing the loess as an alluvial fresh water marl. The 'Antiquity of Man', published in 1863, probably had some impact on loess studies. The loess section was small but Lyell took pains to relate loess to human activities. By being published in 1863 the book benefitted from the huge interest in geology and related topics caused by the publication of the 'Origin of Species' in 1859.
There may be a contribution by Murchison to early loess debates. He wrote : "... alluvial loam, called Loess, with terrestrial shells of existing species (of the genera Pupa, Helix, and Succinea mixed with bones of elephants of extinct species. The average thickness of this deposit is about 60 feet but at some places the thickness is much greater. It is greatly expanded near Krems and St. Polten, reaching occasionally the thickness of 140 feet, and having near these places, the exact appearance of the old alluvial hillocks in the valley of the Rhine, which have been described by M. Voltz." (Murchison, 1831, p. 402) . This publication may have affected Lyell and his paper on loess (Lyell, 1834) . It was published in the Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal (Jamieson's Journal). The Edinburgh jour-
Fig. 7. Herr Hofrat Professor Dr Heinrich Georg Bronn
(1800-1862) -so described by Gliboff (2008) , who also called him 'Germany's most distinguished palaeontologist'. Awarded Wollaston medal 1861.
nal had a widespread distribution; Lyell recorded seeing it on the desk of Berzelius when he was visiting this famous scientist; and the copy he observed was the one containing his loess paper.
In the 1830s the periodical literature was relatively undeveloped. Most of Lyell's references were to books. There are, for example, von Oeynhausen papers in the periodical literature which Lyell did not appear to be aware of. It might be that papers published in the German journals used the Old German typeface and this would have increased the problem of appreciation. Hertha, the geographical journal was published in Old German; the Old German text caused problems in unlikely places.
Heinrich Georg Bronn (1800-1862) (Fig. 7) requires some comments. He was the first on the Loess List of 1835; when Lyell was revising that section of vol. 3 and preparing to list people who had contributed to loess studies it was Bronn's name that came first to mind. Lyell talked to Bronn about loess, while standing in the loess country, looking at loess deposits: "In the deep gravel pits without the Manheim [sic] Gate of Heidelberg, loess is seen interstratified with gravel; and here more than one bed containing land and fresh-water shells, showing the effects of successive accumulation. I observed the same fact in the valley of the Lahn, north of Limburg, near the village of Elz; Professor Bronn informs me, that the calcareous concretions of the loess are sometimes arranged in horizontal layers, marking a difference in the carbonate of lime with which the sediment must have been charged at different periods." (Lyell, 1986, p. 4) . Bronn fitted into Lyell's world. It was Bronn's (1830) description of loess that Horner (1836) used in his paper on the geology of Bonn. Bronn translated 'The Origin of Species' into German, and, with Haeckel, was largely responsible for the spread of knowledge about evolution in Germany (see Gliboff, 2008) . Possibly there was some aspect of 'attraction of opposites'. Gliboff (2008) compared Bronn and Darwin, and the contrast was extreme. Perhaps, from the Bonn/Heidelberg viewpoint Lyell was a lot like Darwin. Gliboff (2008, p. 10) wrote: "Consider first Mr. Charles Robert Darwin. He never occupied a university chair or other professional position as a scholar or researcher, but was always a self-financed, amateur gentleman-naturalist. Darwin's German counterpart was the Herr Hofrat Professor Dr. Heinrich Georg Bronn. As the very name proclaims, he was no country gentleman, but a professional scholar and high-ranking civil servant." When Bronn met Lyell in 1832 he was 32 years old, a young scholar, his great works were ahead of him. In 1837 he was promoted to full professor in both zoology and applied natural history. Gliboff, in discussing the works, does not mention Bronn (1830) , the small book about Heidelberg, containing the discussions that the loess scholars value. Lyell was 35 years old at the time of meeting, was relatively well known because of vol. 1 published in 1830, and had just brought out vol. 2. He and Bronn appear to have related well to each other. In fact, in many ways Lyell was much more like Bronn than he was like his great friend Darwin. Lyell was a professional, making his living by writing about geology. His life revolved around geology and the activities of the Geological Society of London; he became Sir Charles Lyell Bt. FRS etc., had geological discussions with Queen Victoria and was buried in Westminster Abbey -all of which (apart from the burial part) Charles Darwin did not do.
Final remarks
Lyell was indefatigable. Lyell was possessed by a great enthusiasm for geology. He met and had discussions with von Meyer, Bronn, von Leonhard, Voltz, Studer, Agassiz and others. For a short period of time a portion of that enthusiasm was focused on loess. He was interested in loess; he liked to talk about loess, to go and see loess, to read about loess, and to write about loess. The writing about loess had the effect of spreading the word on this particular deposit to all parts of the world where the 'Principles' was distributed. The loess action was concentrated in the years 1831 to 1835, and the geographical setting was the Rhine 'from Basle to Bonn'; the Rhine was the first of the great 'loess rivers'. There was a follow-up in 1863 when the 'Antiquity of Man', benefitting from the publication of 'The Origin of Species' in 1859, also transmitted some useful facts and opinions about loess.
